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2023 Thor Motor Coach Scope 18A $89
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Description 2023 Thor Motor Coach Scope 18A, Thor Motor Coach Scope 18A Class B gas
motorhome highlights: Wet Bath Abundant Storage Swivel Captain's Chairs ?
Make your travel dreams a reality when you step inside and get behind the wheel
of this Scope Class B camper van.? You can easily travel with your family and
friends with seating for four including the driver and passenger seats which
swivel, plus a bench seat behind the driver's side for two more.? A flip-down table
makes it easy to enjoy a snack on the go.? Easily travel to tailgates or school
events and have everything you need accessible, as well as for those overnight
road trips where you can stop and relax at anytime, and stay for as long as you
like.? The two burner cooktop ?and microwave oven makes cooking easy, and the
wet bath with porta-potti and flip-down sink is a convenience that you are sure to
appreciate.? You will find plenty of storage for your things with several overhead
cabinets, pull-out drawers, as well as flip-open storage beneath the cushions in
back where you can arrange them to create sleeping for two. With an optional
pop-top roof you can create sleeping for two more. ? Each one of these Thor
Motor Coach Scope Class B gas motorhomes are built for those who want to
explore the great outdoors in comfort! They are front wheel drive and constructed
with a RAM Promaster 1500 XT chassis, plus a 3,500 lb. trailer hitch with 4-pin
connector so you can haul even more items with you. The side steps and large
entryway make it easier to enter and exit the units, and the entryway screen door
is an added bonus. The single door stainless electric refrigerator has a freezer for
you to store your ice cream, and it is powered directly from the coach batteries
which those are charged by the quiet Onan? RV QG 2800 gas generator . Come
find your perfect model and get out on the road today!

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 21124246
VIN Number: 35297-21124246
Condition: New
Length: 17
GVW: 8550
Sleeps: 2

Item address , Claremore, Oklahoma, United States
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